Improving robot performance while simultaneously ensuring compliance and human safety has been appealing for a long time and remains a challenge. To this end, we propose a new approach for kinematic control of redundant manipulators to deal with multiple prioritized tasks and at the same time produce a novel compliance behavior in the null space of main task. Different from typical Voigt model based compliance control methods, the compliance control approach proposed in this paper is based on Maxwell model, which shows superior performance on impact absorption and contact reducing than its counterparts. In comparison with typical compliance control, the annoying and even harmful return force is removed and human comfortableness can be improved consequently. Besides, this novel compliance control method is implemented in the null space of higher priority task without disturbing the main end-effector task. The effectiveness of our approach has been practically evaluated and verified in experiments on a 7 DOF redundant collaborative robot manipulator. A novel cushion-like and plastic deformed whole body compliance has been realized while the continuity and quality of robot main task have been maintained. Promisingly, the approaches proposed in this paper are general and manipulator independent, which can also be applied to other emerging collaborative and even hyper redundant manipulators. Besides, research results of this work can also potentially inspire other robotic research related with human robot friendly interaction and collaboration.
I. INTRODUCTION
The past several decades have witnessed the trend that robots work alongside human, share a common workspace without separated and safeguarded fences or barriers. The appealing combination of human strength on intelligence and adaptivity with advantages of robots on accuracy and repeatability have been desired for quite a long time. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , a robot manipulator works on an assembling task with human coexistence and physical interaction on its body. Due to human presence, the working environment of robots have changed from structured and known in advance to unstructured and even totally unpredictable. Considering the intentional and accidental physical contacts or impacts may The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Hui Xie . happen in scenarios like Fig. 1 , hazard and injury to human may occur consequently. Therefore, ensuring human safety and simultaneously keeping robot main task performance undisturbed and efficient are highly demanded and remain a challenge.
Nowadays, collaborative robots(also known as Cobot [1] ), which are designed to intentionally interact with humans in shared work space, have become a new trend in global robot market and applications. Besides, human-like and hyperredundant robots are emerging and attracting more and more attention of robotic community. Theoretically, every robot manipulator may become redundant depending on desired tasks. In general spatial task with six degree of freedom, a seven or more joints robot manipulator is often considered as inherent redundant [2] . In other cases, a six or less joints manipulator may become functional redundancy when the dimension of operational space is greater than the dimension of specific task space, such as end-effector position regulation with no constraints on orientation. Although redundancy may bring difficulties on a number of issues including mechanical design and inverse kinematic problems, redundant robots still have significant advantages on singularity avoidance, performance optimization, etc. Exploiting the remaining degrees of freedom apart from those required in main task, complex and dexterous functions and movements can be achieved by proper redundancy resolutions. For example, an improved human-robot collaborative control scheme, exploiting the redundancy to guarantee a remote center of motion (RCM) constraint and to provide a compliant behavior for the medical staff, has been proposed in [3] . Considering the issue with safety and accurate surgical task execution, the redundancy of the manipulator is also exploited to provide a flexible workspace for nurses or other staff (assisting physicians, patient support) [4] . In order to achieve a human-like behavior, a novel deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) structure for reconstruction enhancement and reducing on-line prediction time to manage redundancy control of a 7 DoFs anthropomorphic robot arm has been reported in [5] .
Generally, different first-order redundancy resolutions can be divided into two main categories, namely optimization based methods [6] , [7] and task argumentation approaches [8] , [9] . Besides, redundancy can be solved in secondorder or acceleration level, taking the dynamic issues into consideration [10] . Among those redundancy resolutions, multi priority is a framework to solve the conflict between robot end-effector task and the constrained tasks, by suitably assigning the given tasks into an order of priority and then satisfying the lower-priority task in the null space of higher-priority task [11] . The basic idea is that the execution error of lower-priority task do not affect the higher-priority tasks. This framework is rather suitable for robots working with human in unstructured environment, since both the main end-effector task and other desired or unexpected tasks needed to tackle simultaneously. This paper is motivated to realize versatile robot movements based on the framework of multi-priority for redundant manipulators, with a special care of human safety. It is well known that compliance in robot systems plays an importance role in contact force reduction and limitation, making robot soft and improving human safety [12] . In this paper, we focus on the problem of ensuring the main execution of robot end-effector task and simultaneously realizing a null space compliance control to deal with those physical contracts in unstructured environments.
In practical implementations, compliance can be intrinsically realized in mechanical way [13] , [14] [15] . The other way is referred as compliance control, including impedance control [16] , admittance control [17] and their variants such as variable impedance learning in robot force based manipulation [18] , adaptive impedance control by reinforcement learning in human robot cooperation [19] . Moreover, a force sensorless admittance control scheme using radial basis neural networks (NNs) for robotic manipulators to interact with unknown environments in the presence of actuator saturation has been proposed in [20] . For physical interaction and collision between robot manipulators and human arms, a force sensorless control scheme based on neural networks (NNs) has been developed in [21] . The majority of compliance methods mentioned above are based on a viscoelastic model, which termed Kelvin-Voigt (Voigt for short) model [22] . The characteristics of Voigt model is an elastic deformation behavior and a return force always generated, when external contact happens. This elastic deformation behaviors can cause several drawbacks: 1) unsafe and harmful in some situations: the main control goal of typical compliance control is exerting a desired relationship (termed as impedance and admittance) between external force and resultant displacements. Due to the elasticity of Voigt model, the elastic return force approximates a proportional relationship (Hooke's law) as F return ≈ K stiffness · x in typical compliance control. If the stiffness K stiffness or the displacement x are large enough, the resultant elastic return force F return may exceed the pain thresholds of human body to quasi static and transient contact, which have been studied by researchers from multi-disciplines [23] , [24] and published as mandatory thresholds in the newest ISO safety standard for collaborative robots [25] . Therefore, human safety may not be guaranteed. 2) human comfortableness is limited during human robot physical interaction: also due to the annoying elastic return forces, human always feel be pushed backwards. These forces are in the opposite direction of intentional contact forces during human robot physical interaction. As a result, human robot interaction may not in a friendly way.
3) The safety and comfortableness of human may get worse when impact or accidental physical contacts happens. This is determined by the inherent interconnections between spring and damper in the Voigt model.
Maxwell model is another linear viscoelastic model, which describes the plastic deformation behavior of material and substance [26] . According to the theory of Elastoplastic Mechanics, a plastic deformation can be acquired when external forces are applied, due to the particular constitutive relations of Maxwell model [27] . Other research works have verified that Maxwell model has a superior performance on contact reducing and impact absorption, compared with typical Voigt model [28] . In robotic related research, a Maxwell model based two-dimensional visual shock absorber with a spring based passive body and a damping controlled damper has been reported in [29] . The authors construct this shock absorber by imitating the series inter connection of Maxwell model. In their work, experiment results show that effectiveness of impact absorption of a fast rolling object without repelling it back. A Maxwell model based Cartesian space admittance control approach has been proposed and reported in our former work [30] . The experiment results show that a novel plastic deformation behavior of robot end-effector can be realized in Cartesian space and human comfortableness is improved during human robot interaction, due to the drawbacks of annoying even unsafe elastic return forces are overcame by the employment of Maxwell model.
Actually, one of our recent works has been presented and published in the proceedings of 2019 IEEE 4th International Conference on Advanced Robotics and Mechatronics (ICARM, Osaka, Japan) [30] . Motivated by the discussions with many interested robotic specialists from different countries, the authors are encouraged to conduct further and deeper research. The main differences are that the former work realize a Cartesian space compliance control, whereas we propose a Maxwell model based null space compliance control approach to achieve a novel whole-body compliance while simultaneously ensuring robot main task undisturbed. The novelty of this null space compliance is that the advantages of Maxwell model on contact reducing and impact absorbing are fully exploited. The annoying and harmful return forces are also removed on a scale as large as whole body of robot manipulators. A novel cushion-like whole body compliance is realized without disturbing the robot main task. Therefore, human safety and comfortableness can be improved consequently.
The main contributions of this paper are given as follows:
• We derive a recursive form of kinematic multiprioritized redundancy resolution. This scheme can decouple the desired complex tasks into multiple prioritized in pre-defined hierarchical architecture.
• In order to exploit the advantages of Maxwell model on contact reducing and impact absorption, based on this formulation, a Maxwell model based compliance control approach is designed in the null space of higher priority tasks. Besides, this method is general and manipulator independent.
• The methods proposed in this paper have been practically implemented and verified on a 7 DOF collaborative manipulator. Compared with typical Voigt model based compliance control, the annoying and even harmful elastic return forces are removed and human comfortableness get improved. The appealing combination of human safety demanded whole-body compliance and robot main task performance can be realized to a certain extent by our methods. To the best of the author's knowledge, this paper is the first one reported on this topic at present. This paper is organized as follows: Some related preliminaries including the derivation of recursive form of velocitybased redundancy solution are recalled and given in Section 2, followed by typical Voigt model based compliance control method in Section 3. The Maxwell model based compliance control method we proposed is present in Section 4. Section 5 addresses the singularity and joint limits avoidance problems. Experiments verification, comparisons and discussions are given in Section 6. And section 7 concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. COMPARISON OF TWO VISCOELASTIC MODELS
Viscoelasticity is a fundamental property of materials that exhibit viscous and elastic characteristics when forces applied. Voigt model and Maxwell model are two constitutive models of linear viscoelasticity [26] . As shown in Fig. 2 , the main differences of these two models are the internal combination of spring and damper and also the explicit deformation behaviors. In the former one, Voigt model, the connection of spring and damper is parallel. According to the Hooke's law, the spring always generates return force when displacement observed, which resulting in an elastic deformation. On the contrary, the connection of spring and damper is changed into series, which leads to a plastic deformation after applied force removed.
The comparison of one-dimensional motion equations of two viscoelastic models when external contact force F applied are given as (1) and (2), respectively. M , C and K represent mass, damping and stiffness coefficients. As shown in Fig. 2 , an equivalent expression exists on the condition that these coefficients of both two viscoelastic models are the same. The detailed mathematical formulations and dynamics property comparisons are presented in our former work [30] . 
B. GENERALIZED INVERSE AND ITS PROPERTIES
Recall that the task and joint space variables x ∈ R m×1 and q ∈ R n×1 in differential kinematics are related by m × n Jacobian matrix J and formulated as follows,
If the inverse of J −1 exists and non-singularity is assumed, there is one solution to (3) . But in general cases, there may result in no solution or an infinity of solutions. Under the assumption of kinematic redundant, more general solution of (3) can be expressed by the pseudo-inverse J † of the task Jacobian matrix J . In the sense of minimizing the residual norm Jq −ẍ , a least-squares general inverse is obtained, which leads to a general solution (4) for redundant case.q
If J is low-rectangular and full-rank, the pseudo-inverse J † can be formulated as J † = J T (JJ T ) −1 ; η represents for nullspace joint velocity, which can be exploited to versatile joint velocities that produce the same end-effector task velocityẋ.
The properties of the pseudo-inverse J † defined above are listed as follows.
As mentioned above, the general solution of redundancy (4) can be exploited for different purposes, such as singularity or obstacle avoidance, optimization of other performances and etc. By suitably designing the null-space joint velocity η, multiple tasks with predefined priorities can be achieved. Here, we start from two subtasks and formulate into more general and recursive form. Suppose the first and second priority tasks are denoted as x 1 ∈ R m 1 and x 2 ∈ R m 2 respectively. The consequent differential relationships are expressed as follows:ṙ
where J i (q) ∂x i /∂q ∈ R m i ×n are the Jacobian matrices for the i th task variables. Similar as (4), the general redundancy solution of the 1 th task is as follows.
Now, substitute (7) to (6) for the second task, we have
In the same way as (7) , which minimizes the norm ẋ 2 −J 2q , the null-space velocity η can be expressed as
, and ζ ∈ R n is also an arbitrary null space velocity vector. Substitute (9) into (7) , the redundancy solution of two prioritized tasks is as follows,
Repeat this procedure and generalize in a recursive form, we obtainq
It is noteworthy that this projection termJ i = J i P A i−1 allows task x i to perform within the null space or higher priority tasks and ensure no affecting those higher priority tasks [31] .
D. EXTERNAL FORCE ESTIMATION FOR NULL SPACE COMPLIANCE CONTROL
Generally, wrist force/torque sensors are becoming more and more popular and easy to be installed on robot flange. However, external contact forces acting in the null space of robot main task are more problematic and require observers or additional measurement. It is well known that impedance control is resolvable in torque-controlled robots without force measurement, on the condition of only stiffness and damping regulation without inertia shaping. However, joint external torques information is needed in our velocity-based compliance control case, which often referred to as admittance control [17] .
A lot of torque estimation methods have been reported in literatures works. A Kalman filter based approach for external forces and torques estimation is presented in [32] . In there work, only motor current, joint angles and velocities signals are needed. Observer-based approaches have been proposed in [33] , [34] . In this paper, we use a well-established external torques estimation method called generalized momentum, which is introduced for actuator fault detection [35] . This method has been exploited to human robot interaction control in [36] . Here, we brief the mathematical formulation as follows.
The dynamics model of a n joints robot manipulator with physical contact force is formulated as,
where, q ∈ R n×1 represents the joint configuration, M (q) ∈ R n×n is the inertia matrix, C(q,q) ∈ R n×1 is denoted for Coriolis and centrifugal forces, and g(q) ∈ R n×1 is gravity term. Besides, τ ∈ R n×1 is the robot control torque and τ ext ∈ R n×1 is the external torques resulting by physical contacts. According to the definitions in (12) , the n dimensional residual vector r is defined as follows.
where p(t) = Mq is defined as the generalized momentum with p(0) = 0 and r(0) = 0. K obs ∈ R n×n is a positive definite matrix, which determines the dynamics of residual vector, r = −K obs r − K obs τ ext (14) From (14), we can see that the residual vector r ≈ τ ext , by choosing proper gain K obs . So this residual vector r can be treated as an estimation of the joint torques caused by external contact forces. Moreover, this approach is manipulator independent and can be used as redundant and non-redundant cases.
III. TYPICAL VOIGT MODEL BASED NULL SPACE COMPLIANCE CONTROL IN MULTI-PRIORITY FRAMEWORK
As emphasized above, our main purpose in this work is to achieve a Maxwell model based null space compliance for the sake of human safety while not disturb the main task. To this end, the desired compliance is designed in the null space of higher priority tasks. Therefore, we firstly formulate the null space compliance law in the joint space, and then project it into the multi-priority formulations in above subsection. It is noteworthy that the main concerns of this paper are based on kinematic control (i.e. position and velocity) of robot manipulators. The main reason is that plenty of existing literature works are formulated in torque level. Unfortunately, toque control interface is appealing but not so common as kinematic control interfaces, especially those commercial robot manipulators. Therefore, the following methods are general and manipulator independent, which means almost all robot manipulators including fixed and mobile ones are applicable.
For typical Voigt model based joint space compliance control, the desired compliance law in joint space is formulated as, (15) whereq d =q d (t) ∈ R n×1 is the desired joint velocity, and M d , C d , K d ∈ R n×n are all positive definite matrices, denoting the desired inertia, damping and stiffness, respectively. Transform (15) into Laplace form, we obtain
Define the admittance filter as
whereq ∈ R n×1 is the joint velocities related to the external forces. Put (17) into the multi-prioritized framework recursive formulations (11) discussed in above section. The overall joint velocity control commands to robot velocity controllers can be derived accordingly. For instance, in two-levels prioritized tasks, we havė
It is mention-worthy that the desired null space velocity do not have so much practical usage and is non-integrable [37] . Normally, we letq d = 0, and then (18) can be simplified as follows:q
The overall joint velocities control commands for threelevels prioritized tasks are expressed as (20) , in which the desired compliance (15) is designed as the third task level. That means the joint velocities caused by external contact torques are constrained in the null space of the other two task x 1 and x 2 with higher priorities. Theoretically, tasks with higher priorities are not disturbed by the desired compliance control scheme. More prioritized task levels can be solved with the help of the recursive form (11) .
IV. MAXWELL MODEL BASED NULL SPACE COMPLIANCE CONTROL IN MULTI-PRIORITY FRAMEWORK
As investigated in section 2.1, the desired relationships between external force and displacement of both viscoelastic models are totally different. In this section, we propose a Maxwell model based null space compliance control approach in multi prioritized framework. Firstly, the desired joint space compliance is designed as follows,
τ ext dt (21) whereq d ,q d , q d ∈ R n×1 is the desired joint acceleration, velocity, and position, respectively. M d , C d , K d ∈ R n×n are all positive definite matrices, representing the desired inertia, damping and stiffness. Similarly, transform (21) into Laplace expression and we obtain,
Denote the Maxwell model based admittance filter as
whereq ∈ R n×1 is the resultant joint velocities caused to the external forces. Substitute (23) into the multi-prioritized framework recursive formulations (11) discussed above. The overall joint velocity control commands sent to robot velocity controllers can be derived accordingly. For two-levels prioritized tasks, we havė
The overall joint velocities control commands for threelevels prioritized tasks are expressed as (26) , in which the desired compliance (21) is designed as the third task level. That means the joint velocities caused by external contact torques are constrained in the null space of the other two task x 1 and x 2 with higher priorities. Regardless of the calculation error of null space projection matrices (J † i ,J 2 † andJ 3 † ), tasks with higher priorities are not disturbed by this compliance control scheme.
V. SINGULARITY AND JOINT LIMITS AVOIDANCE
Non-singularity and no joint limits (positions, velocities etc.) violations are assumed in the above sections. The problems of joint limits and singularity avoidance are often encountered in computer graphics and robotic applications, such as humanoid robots, exoskeleton, etc. Plenty of literature works have been reported to deal with these problems. Here, we have evaluated some of these methods and recommend several simple but effective solutions to fix this problem in the scenarios similar with ours in this paper. A common used singularity robust algorithm is the Damped Least-Squares(DLS) technique [38] , which is to solve the optimization problem of minq( ẋ −Jq 2 +λ 2 q 2 ). λ ∈ R is called the damping factor that means a trade-off between the least squares ẋ − Jq 2 and the minimum norm |q 2 . The solution can be written as follows,
where J * = J T (JJ T + λ 2 I ) −1 is damped pseudo-inverse, which can replace the general pseudo-inverse J † in recursive redundancy solution (11) and two viscoelastic models based compliance control expressions (18) and (24) .
Another way to deal with singularity in this multi-priority framework is add a lower priority sub-task specialized to tackle this problem of kinematic and algorithmic singularities. Numerical studies on seven-degree-of-freedom redundant manipulator have been reported in [39] , [40] .
A simple and effective method to deal with the joint limits or constraints of joint range, velocity, acceleration and even joint torque is task scaling, which can reduce the speed and acceleration of a single or multiple task commands [41] , [42] . A method named Saturation in the Null Space (SNS) is proposed to control the motion of redundant robots in a single task [43] . The authors also extend the SNS approach to multiple prioritized task cases [44] . In their work, the inequality constraints are emphasized and solved without violations, compared with other constrained optimization methods.
In our case, the DLS method expressed as (27) is adopted to prevent singularities. For joint limits avoidance, we propose a virtual spring approach to create a repelling torque τ s to drive away from joint limits, which is formulated as follows:
where τ s,i is to quantify repelling torques produced by virtual spring for each joint. q i,max , q i,min denotes the i th maximum and minimum joint position limits, which depend on different robot manipulators and even vary from joints to joints of one robot. The neighborhood of each joint limits is quantified by a parameter σ , which measures the tolerance of distance to each joint limits. τ max,i represent for the maximum joint actuation torques, which can be acquired from robot distributors and other artificial task constraints. From (28), we can infer that the repelling torque generated by virtual spring τ s,i are zero when the joint configuration q i are in the interval of (q i,min + σ ≤ q i ≤ q i,max − σ ) and become larger and larger when approximating the joint torque limits τ max,i . Add the repelling torque of virtual spring to the proposed null space control law (19) and (30), the final expressions for two levels tasks are obtained as follows,
Similarly, the formulations for three levels prioritized tasks can be accordingly derived as (31) and (31) .
VI. EXPERIMENT VERIFICATION AND DISCUSSION

A. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND PROCEDURES
The approaches we proposed have been implemented and practically evaluated on a KUKA LBR iiwa 7 DOF redundant robot manipulator, which is shown in Fig. 3 . The experiment setup is analogous to the concept of Fig. 1 . The communication between robot cabinet and our control PC is through the Sunrise Connectivity interface provided by the manufacturer KUKA GmbH. This interface allows users to directly servo control the robot manipulator and send position or velocity command streams up to 2 ∼ 4ms. The joint limits of the KUKA iiwa 14 employed in our experiments are listed in Table 1 and used in (28) to calculate the torque of virtual spring τ s,i , i = 1 · · · 7. As emphasized in above sections, the methods proposed in this paper are general and manipulator independent, and not limited to the robot manipulator used in our experiments. Other robot manipulators are also applicable without any need of hardware changes. As shown in Fig. 3 , a flat office white board is fixed on the horizontal X − Y plane relative to the robot base coordinates. In order to visualize the actual trajectory of end-effector, we use maker pens with different colors to draw the endeffector trajectories on the white board. Besides, in order to fasten these pens, we also made a fixture or holder, which is the black part attached to the robot flange in Fig. 3 . The length of this holder is 80mm and cover the most part of the maker pens. A 3D-printed pen holder (in black) is designed and machined to attach the maker pen to the robot media pneumatic-touch flange.
The task assignments during our experiments are summarized in Table 2 . In Case I, a desired circle tracking task of robot end-effector is carried out with no other extra tasks. Secondly, the same circle tracking task of end-effector is assigned as the 1st priority task while the 2nd priority task include several sub-cases. In Case II 1), the joint 1 (q 1 ) wagging task is chosen for better comparisons with following cases. Voigt and Maxwell model based null space compliance control methods (19) and (30) are assigned as 2nd prioritized task in Case II 2) and 3), respectively. Then, we increase the prioritized levels to three in case III. The desired circle tracking end-effector task is still chosen as the first level task and the joint 1 (q 1 ) wagging task is set as the second priority task, while the Voigt model and Maxwell model based null space compliance control (31) and (31) are assigned in the third priority level. For convenience, we denote these subcases as Roman numerals(I, II, III and etc.), each of which has been repeated ten times in our experiments. Some snapshots of experiment execution in one complete cycle are shown in Fig. 4 . Experimental results and least squire errors of the circle tracking (drawing) are analyzed, followed by a few comparisons and discussions. A supplementary video is attached for demonstration of our work and better understanding of readers. It is noteworthy that the drawing experiments are not industrial class (office white board, wear of pen and etc.), just for demo and visualization.
B. CASE I: ONLY CIRCLE TRACKING TASK
For better comparison, desired circle tacking tasks of robot end-effector have been carried out firstly. The radius of desired circle is 100mm in the X − Y plane with a left direction(X +) starting from the current Cartesian position of the pen-tool, which is (610, 0, 8)mm in our experiments. The time history of joint positions is shown in Fig. 5(a) , from which we can see that the actual joint positions move in a complete sinusoidal way. The resultant end-effector position in Cartesian space are shown in Fig. 5(b) . In order to quantify the tracking errors during the experiments, we use the Least Squares errors between the desired circle and actually joint measurements. Same experiments have been repeated in ten times for each case, including the following subsections. The calculated errors are summarized and shown in Fig. 12 in subsection 6.5, which is an error-bar like figure.
C. CASE II: TWO LEVELS PRIORITIZED TASKS
In this subsection, two task levels are prioritized: the same circle tracking task is also set as the main task while three different null space tasks are chosen as the secondary priority task. We start from a desired sinusoidal joint 1 wagging task in the null space of the main circle task. Then, the typical Voigt model based null space compliance control is investigated for comparison with the Maxwell model based compliance control method we proposed. The desired viscoelastic coefficients in (19) and (30) 
1) JOINT 1 WAGGING
In this sub-case, the same circle tracking is assigned as robot main task while the desired sinusoidal trajectory of joint 1 is q 1d = π 3 sin(2t). Generally, this joint wagging task is present here for two main purposes: one is for testing the accuracy of the numerical calculation of null space projection matrices (I − J † 1 J 1 , I −J 2 †J 2 and etc.). Theoretically, robot main task will not be interfered by the null space projections. However, numerical calculation errors always exist in practical implementations. In our experiments, joint wagging task is added to evaluate whether the desired robot main task is affected or not. The other purpose is to compare with Case III VOLUME 8, 2020 presented in the following subsection, in which the same joint 1 wagging task is chosen as the secondary level task.
The time history (lasted 17.3s) of joint positions and actual end-effector positions in X − Y plane are shown in Fig. 6 . From Fig. 6 (a) , we can see that the joints q 1 · · · q 7 move in a sinusoidal mode to make sure the end-effector follow the desired circle. The corresponding end-effector positions in X − Y plane is given in Fig. 6 (b) , which illustrates a circle with a radius of 100mm. Compared with Fig. 5 (b) , these two circles are so similar that they are not distinguishable to the human naked eye. Comparisons of tracking error during the execution of different cases and discussions are given in following subsections.
2) VOIGT MODEL BASED NULL SPACE COMPLIANCE CONTROL
In Case II (2) , the typical Voigt model based null space compliance control (19) is chosen as 2nd priority tasks. During the execution of robot tasks, human hands make contact on robot manipulator body randomly in a human robot physical interaction scenario, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . As shown in Fig. 7 , human makes six contacts on robot body, at 2.18s, 3.68s, 8.16s, 10.5s, 13.29s and 14.7s. The average duration of those six contacts are 0.48s. The amplitude of each estimated external torques caused by those human contacts vary from −32.17Nm to 34.83Nm. As shown in Fig. 7 (b) , the resultant joint positions changes happen almost synchronous, at 2.24s, 3.69s, 8.2s, 10.52s, 13.36s and 14.74s. It is noteworthy that the changing directions are opposite to the external torque directions. For example, the joint 1 torque τ 1 caused by human contact happens at time 10.52s is nearly 25Nm, and the corresponding position change of joint 1 q 1 goes downwards, similar in joints q 1 · · · q 7 . Human hands feel repulsive return forces simultaneously. In other words, the joint positions changes always against the direction of external torques, which verify the existence of repulsive forces always generated by Voigt model based compliance control methods. The experimental results are consistent with the theoretical analysis of the Voigt model in our former published works and Elastoplastic theories mentioned in introduction section.
3) MAXWELL MODEL BASED NULL SPACE COMPLIANCE CONTROL
In Case II (3), the first prioritized task is also the circle tracking task of end-effector, and the Maxwell model based null space compliance control law (30) as the second priority task. Similarly, human contact with robot body randomly. As shown in Fig. 8(a) , human contact on robot body six times, at 2.01s, 4.18s, 6.38s, 9.79s, 12.9s and 15.08s. The average contact duration is 0.41s. The amplitude of each estimated external torques caused by those human contacts vary from −45.37Nm to 41.62Nm. The resultant joints positions are given in Fig. 8(b) . The joint positions changes accordingly and happen at 2.07s, 4, 21s, 6.51s, 9.86s, 12.98s and 15.12s. It is noteworthy that the changing directions of joint positions are coincide with the external torque directions. For example, the average of joint 1 torque happens at time 9.79s is nearly 23Nm, and the corresponding position displacements of joint 1 at that time goes the same way. The magnitude of joint position displacements depend on the magnitude of external torques τ ext plus their integral term τ ext dt. The annoying elastic return forces in Voigt model Case II (2) are removed, due to the characteristics of Maxwell model. Therefore, human feel more comfortable than the Voigt model base. In other words, the whole body compliance changes from elastic to plastic while the robot main task remains undisturbed by using the Maxwell model based approaches.
D. CASE III: THREE LEVELS PRIORITIZED TASKS
In this subsection, a third level prioritized task are added to make robot tasks more versatile. In Case III, the desired circle tracking task is still set as the first level and main task, the joint 1 wagging task in previous subsection is chosen as the second prioritized task, and the two viscoelastic models based null space compliance control methods (31) and (31) are assigned as the third priority task, respectively. The desired viscoelastic coefficients M d , C d and K d are same as Case II. Similarly, each sub-cases have been carried out for ten times.
1) VOIGT MODEL BASED NULL SPACE COMPLIANCE CONTROL
As shown in Fig. 9 (a) , a human made five contacts on robot body during the main drawing task execution, at 2.29s, 5.31s, 7.33s, 10.18s and 14.51s. The amplitude of each estimated external torques caused by those human contacts vary from −41.88Nm to 32.3Nm. The resultant joints positions are given in Fig. 9 (b) . The joint positions changes accordingly and happen afterwards at 2.37s, 5.39s, 7.42s, 10.57s and 14.6s. It should be emphasized that the changing directions are opposite to the external torque directions. Compared with two levels tasks in Case II, the repulsive return forces are also generated while the robot main task remains unaffected so much. However, the wagging movement of joint 1 increase the task levels and complexity of robot tasks.
2) MAXWELL MODEL BASED NULL SPACE COMPLIANCE CONTROL
In Case III 2), human contacts happen at 2.72s, 5.68s, 9.36s, 11.95s and 15.35s in Fig. 10 (a) . The time durations of those contacts are averaged as 0.41s. The amplitude of each estimated external torques caused by those human contacts vary from −30.95Nm to 28.89Nm. The resultant joints position displacements are given in Fig. 8(b) . The resultant joint positions changes at 2.84s, 5.8s, 9.85s, 12.03s and 15.45s. It is noteworthy that the changing directions are coincide with the external torque directions. The magnitude of joint positions changes depend on the magnitude of external torques τ ext plus their integral term τ ext dt. Compared with two levels prioritized tasks in Case II 3), more task levels are added to demonstrate the effectives of the proposed methods. Also the whole body compliance changes to plastic not elastic in Case II 3) and human comfortableness get improved, compared with typical Voigt model based null space compliance in previous sections.
E. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND COMPARISON
In order to visualize the circle tracking task of robot endeffector, we are inspired to attach a maker pen to the Media touch and pneumatic flange and then draw those circles on a office white board. Some snapshots of the maker pen drawing experiment results are shown in Fig. 11 . For each case, we use a different colorful maker pens: black for case I, blue and red for case II and III, respectively. The error-bar like figure to quantify the drawing errors is given in Fig. 12 . The x − axis compose of six sub-cases, which are denoted as Roman numerals(i.e. I, II, III, IV, V, VI). The specific correspondence can be found in Table 2 , the last column which is Denotations. The y − axis indicates the statistical errors of the six cases repeated in ten times each. For example, in case III, the mean value of least square tracking errors in ten repetitive experiments is 2.81×10 −5 m whereas the maximum is 2.93×10 −5 m and the minimum is 2.734 × 10 −5 m. In case V, the mean value of ten times tracking experiments is 4.61 × 10 −5 m whereas the maximum is 4.673 × 10 −5 m and the minimum is 4.484 × 10 −5 m. Comparisons of the six cases indicate that the tracking errors of robot main task grow larger as the task prioritized levels increasing (from one level to three levels), because the numerical calculations burdens of different cases grow with the prioritized task levels. In general, tracking errors of the robot main task are acceptable (the magnitude position tracking accuracy of our collaborative robot usually ≈ ±0.5mm by our Leica laser tracker system), so the continuity and quality of the robot's task can be maintained. It is noteworthy that the practical tracking error of robot main task may depend on the mechanical wear of robot, the calculating ability of control PC and etc.
The differences between Voigt and Maxwell model based null space compliance methods are verified by experiment results. As concluded in previous subsections, repelling forces are always generated in the opposite direction of human contact forces, due to the spring dominant interconnections of Voigt model. Therefore, human feels these return forces every time human contact on robot body. Human safety and comfortableness may be harmed due to these inevitable elastic return forces. On the contrary, the annoying and harmful return forces are removed by the Maxwell model based null space compliance control approach proposed in this paper. As a result, human feels no antagonistic return forces when human contact forces apply on the whole body of robot, thanks to the exploited advantages of Maxwell model on contact reducing and impact absorption. Last but not least, the resultant joint displacements in null space of robot main task depend on the history of external torques, due to the integral term τ ext dt. In other words, the resultant null space joint positions vary with different experiment attempts. However, these null space displacements do not interfere the execution of robot main task. In summary, compared with typical Voigt model based compliance control, the Maxwell model based methods we proposed ensue the robot manipulators a new type of, general and cushion-like whole body compliance, which makes robot more safe and human friendly.
F. DISCUSSION
As emphasized in previous section, Maxwell model based compliance control is a quite new topic. The methods we proposed exploit the advantages of Maxwell model and can be used in human robot physical interaction related research. Based on related literature review and our experimental experience, several discussions are given in this subsection to provide a potential help for follow up study.
1) The necessity and importance of external torque estimation can never be overemphasized. This relationship between the estimated torque and joint displacements is the desired compliance. The external torque estimation is a premise for the calculation of joint displacements, see (17) and (23) . In other scenarios, the convergence rate and task error can be significantly reduced by using the external torque observer [46] . It is worthwhile to mention that the external torque estimation can be realized through other methods. A task error-based disturbance observer is adopted and compared with the common used momentum-based observer on task error reducing [36] .
2) Form the results of experiments we experienced, tracking errors grow slightly with the task prioritized levels, due to frequent numerical calculation of genera inverse matrices J † i and projection matrices P A i . As shown in Figure 12 , the task least square errors of three levels prioritized tasks with an average of 4.7 × 10 −5 m are nearly two times bigger than two levels cases, because of the increasing numerical calculations. The closed-loop inverse kinematics (CLIK) algorithm can come to remedy the closed-loop main task accuracy [47] .
3) The methods investigated in this paper are based on the first-order redundancy resolutions. Acceleration information and robot dynamics can also be exploited to realized more complex tasks [46] , [48] . But there may add extra requirements on robot controllers, such as torque controllers. If so, they are not so general and manipulator independent as our methods.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In order to propose a solution to the challenging problem of ensuring a whole body compliance behavior for the sake of human safety and meanwhile keeping the main task of endeffector undisturbed, a recursive first-order redundancy resolution is generalized. Moreover, for the purpose of exploiting the superior performance on contact reducing and impact absorption, a novel Maxwell model based null space compliance control scheme is proposed and practically realized in the multi-prioritized task framework. Compared with typical Voigt model based compliance control also in the multipriority framework, the annoying and even harmful elastic return forces are removed and human comfortableness can be improved. To the best of the author's knowledge, this paper is the first one reported on this topic at present. Our work have a promising usage in human physical interaction scenarios and can possibly inspire other research on this topic.
Future works mainly includes: in order to deal with the complexity and uncertainty of human robot interaction, more theoretical research on adaptive or variable compliance control based on Maxwell model are needed and also considered as our ongoing work. Moreover, apart from the scenarios demonstrated in this paper, the practical application of Maxwell model based compliance control methods can be extended to other robotic research areas such as human robot co-assembling, robot surgery and etc.
